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MY BACKGROUND
- Economics (ANU), MBA (Mon)
- BHP Production Planning and Marketing
- Chief of Staff – Speaker of House of 

Representatives
- Director, Staff College – Mount Eliza
- CEO, Australian Hotels Association
- CEO, State Chamber of Commerce and Industry,

ACCI
- Deputy CEO, VECCI
- CEO, Tourism Council of Australia
- CEO, The AusIMM

“No Direct Practical Experience
in Contracting Out”

“RELATIONSHIP CONTRACTING – THE 
PEOPLE – THE PAPERWORK”



THE AUSTRALASIAN INSTITUTE 
OF MINING AND METALLURGY
- 7,500 Professionals in the Minerals Sector

- Primarily geoscientists, mining engineers, 
metallurgists, environmental scientists , others.

- Employed by corporations, government, 
universities, research organisations

- Ever increasing number of contractors and 
consultants

- 111 years old from “Fraternity” to “Meeting needs 
of Younger Generations”

- Ever increasing advocacy role



ISSUES IMPACTING ON 
PROFESSIONALS IN THE MINERALS 

SECTOR
• Globalisation and Centralisation of 

Employers
• Returns to Shareholders – Global Basis
• Triple Bottom-line – Economic, Social, 

Environmental
• Cyclical Commodity Cycle
• Attractiveness of Industry – Career Option
• Attitudes of Australian Governments to the 

Industry



ISSUES IMPACTING ON 
PROFESSIONALS IN THE MINERALS 

SECTOR
• Growing Markets in China, India, Asia
• Growth of Australian Mining Technology Services 

Sector
• Work Practices – Fly in – Fly out; acceptance of 

diversity, importance of human resources
• Mining Engineering, Metallurgy, Geoscience only 

small components of Tertiary Education Mix
• Turnover in some mines up to 30%
• Ever increasing use of technology (remote 

operational control)
• Product Life Cycle responsibility – Product 

Stewardship



ISSUES IMPACTING ON 
PROFESSIONALS IN THE MINERALS 

SECTOR
• MORE SPECIFICALLY
• High Tech, High Value Added (Contribution 

to GDP is $385,000 compared with $60,000 
Services, $70,000 Manufacturing and 
$54,000 agriculture)

• Attraction and Retention of Skilled Staff
- Demographic Destiny – Sellers Market
(Shortages now and in the Future)

- Generation Y Motivations



CONSEQUENCES FOR 
ORGANISATIONS

• Flexibility and greater emphasis on 
intangibles

• Emphasis on the management of 
talent, succession planning and 
retention strategy

• Increasing use of consultants, 
contractors to meet needs

• Increasing importance of 
interpersonal relationships



WHY?
• Moved from a dependence on Physical Assets –

Natural Resources, Plant and Equipment, Finance

To:
• Information Technology, Globalisation, Knowledge 

Management

• Greater dependence on Intangible Assets – Human 
Skills, Knowledge and Social (networking)

• Demands greater investment in Recruitment, 
Education, Training, R&D not only of direct 
employees but also contractors and consultants

• Sustainability and Risk Management to 
encompass Human Capital



“The organisation that will thrive in the 
new reality are those with employees 
who have the option to leave but 
choose to stay. Those that fail will be 
populated by employees who are there 
only because they are afraid to go 
elsewhere.”

(Noer 1997)



Thus,
• Key talent and mission critical employees are vital to 

business success
• These people hold the intellectual capital and 

corporate memory
• Cost of turnover ranges from 0.5 to 2.5 times the 

annual salary
• Some turnover is desirable
• Not all turnover is controllable
• Ad hoc and stop gap measures are unlikely to 

succeed
• Two strong predictors of intention to stay

- effective commitment
- job satisfaction

Colin Beames
October 2004



THE MINERALS INDUSTRY IN 
AUSTRALIA

• What will the mine of the future look like?
• Where will Australia be positioned in this 

global industry
- raw materials supplier
- mining technology services
- mineral processing
- R&D

• What will be the skills needs?
• How much will be done “in house” and how 

much through contracts?
• Management of knowledge and Mission 

Critical Employees



MY PREMISE
• The minerals industry will grow and 

prosper in Australia at the raw materials 
and the knowledge intensive ends.

• Although total employment in the industry 
is falling and the future supply is not 
guaranteed, there will be an increase in the 
use of consultants and contractors

• Management of human capital and 
knowledge will be one of the keys to future 
business success

• Relationship contracting is built upon 
interpersonal relationships, transparency 
and risk management to create “win-win” 
situations.



WHAT IS RELATIONSHIP 
CONTRACTING?

Relationship Contracting is defined 
as a process to establish and 
manage the relationships 
between parties that aims to 
remove barriers, encourage 
maximum contribution and allow 
all parties to achieve success and 
optimise project outcomes.



CORE VALUES

The core values that underpin 
successful Relationship 
Contracting are commitment, 
trust, respect, innovation, 
fairness and enthusiasm and a 
key driver in the ongoing and 
longer term enhancement of 
these values between all parties.



ACHIEVING SUCCESSFUL PROJECT 
OUTCOMES

• Completion within cost
• Completion on time
• Strong people relationships between the 

parties resulting from mutual trust and 
cooperation, open and honest communication 
and free sharing of information

• Optimum project life cycle cost: and
• Achieving optimum standards, during 

execution and in services for safety, quality, 
industrial relations, environment, and 
community relations.



The MCA and ACA believe that:
• Successful Relationship Contracting is 

based on commonsense, open 
mindedness, adaptability, inventiveness, 
prudent risk taking, fairness, commitment, 
and the reflection of these values in 
behaviour by contracting parties; and 

• Proven delivery strategies and techniques 
exist which optimise project outcomes and 
deliver optimum commercial benefits to all 
parties involved.



KEY MESSAGES

“There is common agreement in 
industry surveys and workshops 
that successful projects are 
founded on a clear understanding 
of the individual and collective 
responsibilities of the mine owner 
and the contractor supported by an 
equitable balance between risk and 
reward”.



“Fundamental to this proposition is the 
notion that the mine owner should 
develop with (potential) contractors, a 
matrix of all major risks likely to be 
encountered on the project, with the 
objective of cooperatively 
determining mutually beneficial risk 
management strategies, including the 
allocation of responsibility and 
ultimate contingent liability and 
reward”.



KEY CONTRACTUAL ISSUES

• The form and scope of the contract
• Warranties to be provided
• Securities and performance 

requirements
• Time aspects
• Communication
• Payment terms



• Existing conditions/lateral 
conditions

• Risk “what if reaction”/allocation 
(using matrix)

• Dispute resolution procedures
• Gain sharing/pain sharing
• Contract variations and
• Quality requirements etc.



USUAL APPROACH TO 
EVALUATION OF OM vs CM

• Consider the suitability of the operation for 
each alternative, especially in terms of 
mine life versus major equipment life

• Consider corporate factors
• Where appropriate, request information 

from potential contractors while 
concurrently preparing an owner-mining 
cost estimate

• Carry out a risk analysis
• Form a decision on the basis of outcomes 

from the above stages Bruce Gregory
AMC Consultants – AJM 2004



WITH REGARD TO PERSONNEL
• Which organisation is likely to 

reliably provide the best operations 
management personnel?

• How will the quality of management 
be maintained over the longer 
term?

• If and when there is turnover of key 
personnel, which organisation is 
more likely to arrange for good 
quality replacements? Bruce Gregory

AMC Consultants AJM 2004



AMC Consultants Pty Ltd Advice

There is no universal right or wrong 
answer to the contractor versus 
owner manager question.  The best 
fit solution for an operation will 
depend on many operational and 
corporate factors and factors that 
vary from site to site.



AMC Consultants Pty Ltd Advice

Currently, there is an increasing 
trend towards the evaluation of and 
adoption of hybrid arrangements 
that are somewhere between the 
traditional schedule of rates 
contract and “pure” owner mining.  



AMC Consultants Pty Ltd Advice

Examples of these arrangements are:-

• Alliance contracts
• Partnerships
• Owner mining but with contract 

equipment maintenance
• Open book, cost plus with various types 

of conditions covering equipment 
ownership, equipment maintenance, 
period open book re-negotiation rates  



Contract Styles & Types of 
Relationships

• Traditional contract styles for non-core 
business activities have been the bulk of out 
sourcing experience in the private sector

• Over the past 50 years there has been a 
steady trend for all businesses to contract 
out or procure non-core support services

• More recently there has been a trend for 
businesses; and particularly the public 
sector, to out source core business support 
and even parts or all of the core business

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Contract Relationship Is Important
• Application of most appropriate contractual 

relationship can deliver significant benefits 
from reduced tendency for disputes and 
efficient, uninterrupted operations

• Disputes and acrimonious relationships tie 
up resources and are inefficient

• To this extent a harmonious contractual 
relationship provides improved 
performance and cost benefits 

• Relationship “Styles” range from the 
Traditional to the Non-traditional 

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Continuum of Contract Styles
• Traditional
• Cooperative
• Partnering
• Project or Strategic Alliance

“Relationship contracting” (RC) is a generic term 
to include Partnering and Alliancing (Project and 
Strategic)
Development of RC style of contracts is 
essentially a risk treatment driven by needs of 
the parties to ensure successful completion of 
service and supply agreements.

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Project Alliance
Cost Plus, Open Book for Costs and 

Profit

Partnering
Generally Lump sum for fixed costs 
and Schedule of Rates with sharing 

schemes

Cooperative
Transparent Items, Continuous 

Improvement Sharing, Remuneration 
Tied to Management Performance

LOWEST

HIGHEST

Traditional
Lump Sum, Schedule of Rates

TRADITIONAL

RELATIONSHIP 
CONTRACTING

RISK FOR
PRINCIPAL

“TYPE” OF CONTRACT”“STYLE” OPPORTUNITY 
FOR 

PRINCIPAL

LOWEST

HIGHEST

Contract Relationship Continuum

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM, Consultant



Traditional Relationships
• Historically contractual relationships have been 

dominated by basic legal and contractual 
obligations

• Principals control and contractors comply
• Management is minimal, at arms length & with a 

tendency to develop an adversarial culture
• Most beneficial where scope of services is 

relatively confined, well-defined, low potential for 
significant variations and risk of failure is low

• Most applicable to non-core outcomes
• There are many circumstances where the 

traditional type of contract is very applicable
Ray Hardy, FAusIMM

Consultant



Cooperative Relationships
• Move towards cooperative management of the 

contract
• Involves ideals such as developing trust, 

obtaining commitment and improving 
communication but does not go so far as to 
share risk

• Can expose the principal to a higher level of risk 
that needs to be managed (cooperation comes at 
a price)

• Requires substantially more interface time than 
traditional relationships 

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Partnering (Collaborative) 
Relationships

• Formalized process underpinned by both a legal 
contract and moral commitment by key 
stakeholders to act in the best interests of each 
other

• Relies on the commitment of the parties beyond 
the terms and conditions of contract

• Third parties – key clients and stakeholders can 
also be involved in relevant areas of contract 
management

• May be applied advantageously to contracts that 
deliver support services to core business

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Promotion of Contract Efficiencies
Efficiency depends on essential 

cooperation with:
• Commitment of both parties based on 

common objectives
• Equity and trust – interests of both parties 

are considered (mutual win-win thinking)
• Implementation of joint strategies for 

developing mutual goals
• Continuous and joint evaluation for best 

control
Ray Hardy, FAusIMM

Consultant



Risks In Partnering
• As the contract style moves more towards the 

non-traditional, level of control by the principal 
diminishes and compliance by the contractor 
tends to become joint by the parties

• Principal’s accountability corporately and to 
stakeholders for the service supplied does not 
change even though control diminishes

• The relationship is similar to (but higher level 
than) the trust placed in an in-house service 
group but without the right to direct, hire and 
fire except as the contract provides

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Risk Management & Partnering
• The risks associated with a Partnering 

Relationship need to be properly assessed to 
ensure that allocation of responsibility is  
appropriate. Risk is jointly managed by the 
participants in an alliance.

• Whatever processes for risk sharing are 
established they must ensure that 
contractual accountability & obligations are 
preserved and delivered jointly (alliance) or 
collaboratively (partnering) by both parties

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Alliancing
• Principal and contractor assume a degree of joint 

management responsibility for delivery in 
accordance with the contract

• Moves up from Partnering to a “risk/reward” 
sharing philosophy

• Transparent or open book approach towards all 
financial matters including cost and profit

• Best suited for providing services difficult to 
define, likely to change substantially over time & 
critical to principal’s performance

• Requiring innovative solutions from the 
contractor and creative management by the 
principal 

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Alliances Suit Cutting-Edge Business
• Useful where the source industry has only 

limited specific experience
• Where suppliers (contractors) are not able to 

predict the cost of goods or service until 
performance

• Beneficial for long-term, strategic contracts as 
each party relies absolutely on the performance 
of the other

• Alliances are the pinnacle of cooperation – a 
shared vision of the parties, including mutual 
reliance, and determination to deliver the best 
possible outcome for each other and related 
stakeholders 

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



“Risk” in the Relationship 
Continuum - A Commentary

• The more traditional is the style of contract, 
the higher the proportion of identified risks 
that will fall within the ambit of 
responsibility of the contractor

• The contractor must attend to risk 
treatment that evaluation proves is 
warranted and must accept all associated 
residual risk

• Logically the principal is responsible for 
the balance of identified risks that the 
contract does not assign to the contractor

Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
Consultant



Summary – Ray Hardy, FAusIMM
• Owner(s) must have a good understanding, good 

faith & reasons to enter into an alliance
• Alliance must not have any “each-way” add-ons 

that could diminish its operational integrity
• Select “right” partner on basis of objective 

criteria
• Management system must be comprehensive and 

compliant
• All key stakeholders must be involved, committed 

to achieving or exceeding project objectives



CONSULTANTS AND 
CONTRACTORS 

- TRENDS

AusIMM Membership

Contractors 8%

Consultants 32%

40%



Minerals Industry 2003
– Survey Report 

PWC 2003

Employment of people directly 
employed in respondent companies 
fell by 9% in 2002/03 and follows a 
6% fall in the previous year.  This 
fall is due to the ongoing effects of 
company restructures, productivity 
improvements, cost reduction 
programs and industry 
consolidation.  



Direct employment has fallen in each 
of the past seven years after being 
relatively constant in the previous 
five year period.  Respondents have 
forecast their direct employment 
levels to decrease by 3% next year.  



In 2002/03 there were 16,697 full-time 
equivalent contractors engaged by 
respondents.  This represents an 
increase of 5% on the 15,591 full-
time equivalent contractors 
engaged by respondents in 
2001/02.  



Thus, approximately 28% of full time 
employment provided by 
respondents in 2002/03 was 
contracted out.  This compares with 
25% in 2001/02 and 24% in 2000/01.  
Taking contractors into account, 
total employment by respondents 
to the survey fell by 5% from 63,955 
to 60,619.  



OWNER vs CONTRACT MINING
Considering coal and metalliferous open pits 

together, the split between OM and CM is 
about 50:50 but for metalliferous mines 
alone, contract mining is prevalent with 
about 65% of mines adopting this mode 
whereas with coal mines the proportion is 
approximately reversed.  As would be 
expected contract mining is most prevalent 
in the smaller metalliferous (especially 
gold) open pits while owner mining 
dominates the larger (usually longer term) 
operations.

Bruce Gregory
AMC Consultants AJM 2004



CONCLUSIONS
(1) Minerals and Energy Sectors are part of a Global 

Industry
(2) Attraction and Retention of Skilled Professionals 

should be a high priority
(3) The Minerals & Energy Sectors have bright 

futures
(4) Contracting out and use of Consultants will 

continue to grow
(5) Alliance Contracting will increase due to

• risk and reward sharing
• Overcome cyclical effects
• More attractive to new generations

(6) Challenges – knowledge management and 
mission critical employees

- Human capital – Risk Management & Sustainability
- “win-win” situations – core values



Thanks

• MCA & ACA Publication –
Relationship Contracting in the 
Minerals Industry

• Colin Beames, WRDI Institute P/L
• Bruce Gregory, AMC Consultants
• Ray Hardy, FAusIMM, Consultant
• The AusIMM for having faith in me
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